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We investigate theoretically the energy cluster formation in highly excited rotational states of several
pyramidal XH2D and XHD2 molecules (X = Bi, P, and Sb) by calculating, in a variational approach, the rota-
tional energy levels in the vibrational ground states of these species for J 6 70. We show that at high J the
calculated energy levels of the di-deuterated species XHD2 exhibit distinct fourfold cluster patterns
highly similar to those observed for H2X molecules. We conclude from eigenfunction analysis that in
the energy cluster states, the XHD2 molecule rotates about a so-called localization axis which is approx-
imately parallel to one of the X–D bonds. For the mono-deuterated XH2D isotopologues, the rotational
spectra are found to have a simple rigid-rotor structure with twofold clusters.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The formation of rotation–vibration energy clusters at high
rotational excitation has been theoretically predicted for H2O,
H2S, H2Se, H2Te, CH4, CF4, SiH4, SbH4, SF6, PH3, BiH3, and SbH3 by
semiclassical methods and in quantum-mechanical, variational
calculations of rotation–vibration energy levels [1–22]. The energy
clusters have been experimentally observed for H2Se [13,23,24],
CH4, SiH4 (see [10] and references therein), and SF6 [25].

We have already employed the program XY3 [26], which com-
putes the rotation–vibration energies of an XY3 pyramidal mole-
cule in an isolated electronic state variationally, to study the
energy cluster formation in PH3 [20,21], BiH3, and SbH3 [22] by cal-
culating ro-vibrational energies at extremely high values of the
angular momentum quantum number J. The XY3 approach has
been developed for simulating the rotation–vibration spectra of
pyramidal XY3 molecules [26,27] and is based on the Hougen–Bun-
ker–Johns (HBJ) formalism [28], where the vibrational motion is
ll rights reserved.
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viewed as producing displacements from a flexible reference con-
figuration defined by Eckart–Sayvetz conditions [29,30]. Apart
from the qualitative studies of energy cluster formation reported
in Refs. [20–22], we have utilized the XY3 approach to make quan-
titatively accurate intensity simulations at moderate rotational
excitation (J 6 20) for several XY3 molecules [21,27,31,32]. XH3

molecules exhibit sixfold energy clusters [20,22], different from
the fourfold clusters found in H2X molecules [33]. In the H2X case,
the energy level pattern is such that at a particular critical J-value
Jc, the fourfold energy cluster formation sets in [14,17,34], whereas
for XH3 molecules, the clusters form more gradually and no critical
J-value can be defined [20,22,35].

The formation of energy clusters takes place at very high rota-
tional excitation and so it can be satisfactorily described both by
quantum-mechanical and classical approaches. It adds a highly
interesting dimension to the study of the energy clusters that the
complex quantum processes leading to the cluster formation can
be analyzed and explained in terms of classical theory, that is, the-
ory in accordance with everyday experience.

In the quantum study of the cluster formation it is customary to
introduce so-called primitive cluster states (PCSs) [14,19,20]. In the
classical description [1,3,36], PCSs correlate with stable rotations
about so-called localization axes. For H2X and XH3 molecules, a
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localization axis approximately coincides with one of the equiva-
lent X–H bonds in the molecule [17]. An analysis of the topology
of the classical or semi-classical rotational energy surface (RES)
[17,20,22,35,37–41], in particular of the stationary points on the
RES, determines these localization axes and predicts the critical
angular momentum value Jc for H2X molecules [14,17,34].

Very recently we have developed a new theoretical model for
the rotation and vibration of molecules with associated computer
program TROVE [42] (Theoretical ROtation–Vibration Energies).
TROVE is an extension of the XY3 program and applicable to the
calculation of rotation–vibration energies of arbitrary polyatomic
molecules in isolated electronic states. Just like XY3 calculations,
TROVE calculations are variational and have the nuclear kinetic en-
ergy operator represented as a series expansion in terms of vibra-
tional coordinates. Whereas with XY3, we were limited to calculate
rotation–vibration energies of XH3 molecules, with TROVE we can
extend the calculations to the deuterated species XH2D and XHD2

(X = Bi, P, and Sb). In the present work, we investigate the (possi-
ble) energy cluster formation in these molecules by calculating
the rotation–vibration energy levels for J 6 70.

In previous theoretical, quantum-mechanical studies of the
fourfold energy cluster formation in H2X molecules (see Refs.
[19,33] and references therein), it was generally found that the cor-
responding deuterated species HDX had no energy clusters due to
lack of symmetry. The di-deuterated species D2X were assumed to
exhibit energy clusters but at J values so high that the correspond-
ing energies could not be practically calculated. In the present
study, we investigate whether energy clusters are formed in the
deuterated molecules XH2D and XHD2. In order that a near-degen-
erate, N-fold energy cluster can form, certain requirements must
be met: The molecule in question must have N=2 equivalent X–Y
bonds, connecting a heavy central atom X with a much lighter Y
atom. The bonds must be nearly orthogonal to each other and there
must be little coupling between the associated stretching modes.
Although each of the pyramidal molecules XH2D and XHD2 has
two equivalent bonds, the existence of a stable rotation axis at high
J is not immediately obvious. We find here that in the case of XHD2

molecules, fourfold energy clusters form at high J, whereas for
XH2D molecules, only the twofold clusters known from rigid-rotor
theory are formed.

In the present work, we use both quantum and classical ap-
proaches to analyze the rotational dynamics of the molecules un-
der investigation. We solve, on one hand, the Schrödinger
equation and, on the other hand, we generate RESs from the clas-
sical analogue of the quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian. With the
technique described in Ref. [14] we determine the directions of
the (classical) localization axes from the (quantum-mechanical)
TROVE eigenfunctions by maximizing the expectation values of
the angular momentum projections. We also reconstruct the (clas-
sical) RES by using information extracted from the (quantum-
mechanical) eigenfunctions in a so-called ‘semi-quantum’ analysis
[22].

Due to the very pronounced local-mode behaviour of BiH3 and
SbH3 [19,43,44], we have found previously [22] that energy clus-
ters form at lower J values in these molecules than in PH3

[20,21]. Besides BiH3 is an almost perfect, accidental spherical
top [45] and therefore its energy clusters form more readily than
those of SbH3 [22]. This makes BiH3 an ideal object for studying dif-
ferent aspects of the cluster formation since the clusters form at
the lowest possible J values for which the energies can be calcu-
lated at the lowest computational cost. Consequently, in the pres-
ent work we make the most detailed analyses for BiHD2 and BiH2D.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
variational method used to solve the rovibrational Schrödinger
equation, present the theoretical rotational term values of the
XH2D and XHD2 (X = Bi, P, and Sb) molecules in their ground elec-
tronic states, and discuss the formation of the rotational energy
clusters. The primitive cluster states and their analysis are pre-
sented in Section 3. In Section 4, we offer a classical explanation
of the rotational clusters by means of the rotational energy sur-
faces and the ‘semi-quantum’ analysis [22]. The prospects of an
experimental observation of the energy clusters are discussed in
Section 5. Section 6 presents conclusions.

2. Variational method

As mentioned above, we employ the variational program TROVE
[42] for the nuclear-motion calculations of the present work. The
TROVE theoretical model and the accompanying computer program
are designed for computing the ro-vibrational energies for poly-
atomic molecules of general structure. A basic feature of the model
is the use of expansions in linearized vibrational coordinates to rep-
resent both the kinetic energy operator and the potential energy
function. In order to characterize the rotation–vibration energy clus-
ters it is necessary to be able to calculate rotational energies for very
high J, typically J 6 70. It has been shown in Refs. [20,22] that even
with a relatively small vibrational basis set, the energy clusters
can be described qualitatively in XH3 molecules for J up to 70.

In the TROVE approach, the vibrational basis functions [42] are
given by:

/n ¼j n1i j n2i j n3i j n4i j n5i j n6i; ð1Þ

where j nii (with ni as the principal quantum number) is a one-
dimensional (1D) function /ni

ðn‘i Þ depending on one, and only one,
of the six coordinates n‘i ði ¼ 1 . . . 6Þ which are linearized versions
[26] of the coordinates ðr1; r2; r3;a12;a13;a23Þ for the XH3 molecule.
Here, ri is the instantaneous value of the distance between the cen-
tral X nucleus and Hi, the proton labeled i ¼ 1;2, or 3. The bond an-
gle ajk ¼ \ðHjXHk). The /ni

ðn‘i Þ functions are generated as numerical
solutions of the corresponding 1D Schrödinger equations (for de-
tails, see Ref. [42]). In the present TROVE calculations, we use a
Hamiltonian defined in terms of a rigid reference configuration,
i.e., both the kinetic energy operator and the potential energy func-
tion are expressed as expansions (of 4th and 8th order, respectively)
around the equilibrium geometry in the coordinates n‘i ði ¼ 1 . . . 6Þ.

We follow Refs. [20,22,42] in defining the vibrational basis set
in terms of the polyad number

P ¼ 2ðn1 þ n2 þ n3Þ þ n4 þ n5 þ n6: ð2Þ

We include in the basis set only those basis functions /n for
which P 6 Pmax. In the present work we take, as in Ref. [20], the
vibrational basis set to consist of all basis functions with P 6 6.

In order to facilitate the construction of the Hamiltonian matrix
at high J, and improve the convergence with increasing basis set,
we optimize the ro-vibrational basis functions in a contraction
scheme as follows. For J ¼ 0, the vibrational Hamiltonian is diago-
nalized in a basis of functions /n from Eq. (1). The resulting vibra-
tional (J ¼ 0) eigenfunctions /vib

v are combined with rigid-rotor
functions jJ; k;mi (see, for example, Ref. [46]) to form the con-
tracted basis functions for the J > 0 eigenstates:

/J;m
v;k ¼ jJ; k;mi/

vib
v : ð3Þ

The molecule-fixed axis systems chosen for the XH2D and XHD2

molecules (Fig. 1) are principal axes at equilibrium and we label
them as abc [46] in the figure. In defining the rigid-rotor functions
jJ; k;mi [46] we make the identifications xyz ¼ abc for XH2D and
xyz ¼ cab for XHD2. The XH2D molecules are near-prolate asym-
metric tops at equilibrium. For example, BiH2D has the equilibrium
rotational constants Ae ¼ 2:66 cm�1, Be ¼ 1:78 cm�1, and Ce ¼
1:77 cm�1. On the other hand, the XHD2 molecules are near-oblate
asymmetric tops. BiHD2 has the equilibrium rotational constants
Ae ¼ 1:79 cm�1, Be ¼ 1:77 cm�1, and Ce ¼ 1:34 cm�1.



Fig. 1. The labeling of the nuclei chosen for XH2D and XHD2, the principal axes abc,
and a localization axis A (see text).

Fig. 2. The calculated rotational energy structure in the vibrational ground state of
BiHD2 (top) and BiH2D (bottom). Term values Ev¼0;J;k are plotted relative to the
highest term Emax

J;k for each J multiplet.
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The use of the new basis functions /J;m
v ;k in Eq. (3) simplifies sub-

stantially the calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements. In
particular, the vibrational part of the Hamiltonian is diagonal in
this basis; the diagonal matrix elements are the J ¼ 0 energies
which are known from the J ¼ 0 calculation so that they do not
have to be computed. All necessary vibrational integrals of the
rotational and Coriolis parts of the kinetic energy operator are
pre-computed using the J ¼ 0 eigenfunctions and stored on disk.
More details of this part of the calculation will be given elsewhere.

The potential energy functions for the electronic ground states
of BiH3, PH3, and SbH3 that we use in the present work are taken
from Refs. [22,31]. The results of the TROVE calculations for BiH2D,
BiHD2, PH2D, PHD2, SbH2D, and SbHD2 are collected in Figs. 2–4.
The figures are presented as cluster formation diagrams in that we
plot the term value spacings Ev¼o;J;K � Emax

v¼o;J;K where EJk is the term
value of the level characterized by the quantum numbers J; k (see,
for example, [46]) and Emax

v¼o;J;K is the maximum energy of the J mul-
tiplet in question.

We see in the bottom displays of Figs. 2–4 that for the mono-
deuterated species XH2D, only twofold energy clusters form in
the range of J values considered. These are the usual doubly degen-
erate states typical for asymmetric tops and associated with the
fact that the states with k ¼ � j k j become degenerate for high J
and j k j [19,47]. The top displays of Figs. 2–4, however, show that
the di-deuterated species XHD2 have energy level patterns dis-
tinctly different from those of the XH2D molecules: The di-deuter-
ated species exhibit fourfold cluster patterns highly similar to
those observed for H2X molecules (see, for example, Fig. 1 of Ref.
[18]). Owing to the lack of energy clusters, the XH2D species are
of little further interest in the present study and we focus on the
XHD2 molecules.

Comparison of the top displays in Figs. 2–4 confirms that as al-
ready suggested above, relative to PHD2 and SbHD2 the fourfold
clusters form at lower J-values in BiHD2. In Fig. 5, the left-hand dis-
play shows the top part of the cluster formation diagram for BiHD2.
If we number the energies in a given J manifold as E1, E2; E3; E4 . . .,
in order of decreasing energy (so that E1 ¼ Emax

J ), the difference
E1 � E4 > 0 is the cluster spread for the top cluster. The cluster
spreads for the vibrational ground state of BiHD2 are plotted
against J in the right-hand display of Fig. 5. At low J, it increases
with J until it reaches a maximum at the critical J-value Jcð¼ 20
here). At J > Jc it decreases very rapidly with J. The variation of
the cluster spread with J that we find for the vibrational ground
state of BiHD2 is also found for the vibrational ground states of sev-
eral H2X molecules, chiefly H2S, H2Se, H2Te, and H2Po (see Ref. [33]
and the references therein). Classically, the variation of the cluster
spread with J for an H2X molecule can be considered as the result of
a ‘bifurcation process’ [17]: As J increases, the axes with the small-
est moments of inertia lose their stability and the molecule starts
rotating about new stable axes that, in the case of H2X molecules,
approach the X–H bonds at high J values. From Figs. 3 and 4, we ob-
tain values of Jc ¼ 38 and 27 for PHD2 and SbHD2, respectively.

3. Analysis of the primitive cluster states

3.1. Symmetry

The variationally obtained rotation–vibration wavefunctions
wJ;C

n are linear combinations of basis functions /J;m
v ;k:

wJ;C
n ðr1; r2; r3;a12;a13;a23; h;/;vÞ ¼

XJ

k¼�J

X
v

Cn;J;C
v;k /J;m

v;k; ð4Þ

where the Cn;J;C
v;k are expansion coefficients, C is the CsðMÞ symmetry

of the wavefunction wJ;C
n , n is an index distinguishing eigenfunctions

with the same value of C. We label the energies determined in the
variational calculation by the k-value klc (where the subscript let-
ters ‘lc’ stand for ‘largest contribution’) of the basis function /J;m

v ;k
with the largest contribution to the eigenfunction wJ;C

n , i.e., with
the largest value of j Cn;J;C

v;k j
2. For low J we find klc ¼ k, where k is

the angular momentum projection value expected from rigid-rotor
theory. We generally denote by wC

i , i ¼ 1;2;3;4, the wavefunctions
wJ;C

n belonging to a particular top cluster with a given J value. Here, C
is the CsðMÞ symmetry of the wavefunction in question. The molec-
ular symmetry (MS) Group CsðMÞ ¼ fE; ð12Þ�g [46], where E is the
identity operation and ð12Þ� is the interchange of the two D
nuclei combined with the spatial inversion operation E� [46]. The
irreducible representations of CsðMÞ are the totally symmetric



Fig. 3. The calculated rotational energy structure in the vibrational ground state of
PHD2 (top) and PH2D (bottom). Term values Ev¼0;J;k are plotted relative to the
highest term Emax

v¼0;J;k for each J multiplet.

Fig. 4. The calculated rotational energy structure in the vibrational ground state of
SbHD2 (top) and SbH2D (bottom). Term values Ev¼0;J;k are plotted relative to the
highest term Emax

J;k for each J multiplet.
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representation A0 together with the representation A00 which de-
scribes a sign change under ð12Þ� [46].

For a given value of J, the highest four energy levels of an asym-
metric rotor such as BiHD2, taken in descending order, are labeled
by JKa ;Kc

¼ JJ;0, JJ;1, JJ�1;1, JJ�1;2. These four states are found to have the
CsðMÞ symmetries A0, A0, A00, A00 in order of descending energy for J
even, and A00, A00, A0, A0 for J odd.

We have already pointed out that the energy cluster formation
in the XHD2 species considered here shows great similarity to that
in H2X molecules [33]. Therefore, we can base our analysis of the
XHD2 cluster effects on experience from the H2X molecules.

The analysis of the H2X energy clusters was carried out in terms
of the primitive cluster states mentioned above (see Ref. [33] and
the references therein). In a primitive cluster state j j PCSi,
j ¼ 1;2;3;4, the molecule can be viewed as rotating about a local-
ization axis in a clockwise or anti-clockwise sense [14,15,17]. Ow-
ing to the similarity of the energy level patterns, we expect to find
analogous effects for XHD2 molecules.

For H2X (see Ref. [33] and the references therein) and XH3 [20]
molecules we have introduced the primitive cluster states by first
assuming that one such state j 1 PCSi exists (in this state, the mol-
ecule is typically assumed to rotate about the X-(Proton 1) bond in
such a way that an observer on Proton 1 would see the rest of the
molecule rotate clockwise). We then introduce the remaining
j j PCSi by letting the non-trivial symmetry operations in the MS
group act on j 1 PCSi. For an H2X molecule, the MS group is
C2vðMÞ ¼ fE; ð12Þ; E�; ð12Þ�g [46], where (12) is an interchange of
the two protons and E� is the spatial inversion operation. There
are three non-trivial operations in C2vðMÞ and by letting them act
on j 1 PCSi we obtain three additional PCS states so that we have
a total of four PCS states corresponding to the fourfold energy clus-
ters in H2X molecules. In the MS group of the XH3 molecules for
which we have studied the energy cluster formation, C3vðMÞ [46],
there are five non-trivial operations and we obtain a total of six
PCS states corresponding to the sixfold clusters. For the XHD2 mol-
ecules studied in the present work, there is only one non-trivial
operation in the MS group CsðMÞ, and we cannot follow exactly
the same procedure that we used previously. We can, however,
choose to label the quantum states in the CNPI (complete nuclear
permutation inversion) group [46], consisting of all possible per-
mutation-inversion operations for the molecule in question. For
an XHD2 molecule, the CNPI group is C2vðMÞ. In C2vðMÞ, the four
states in the top cluster in the vibrational ground state of an
XHD2 molecule span the representation A1 � B2 � A2 � B1 [see
Table A-5 of Ref. [46] for the irreducible representations of
C2vðMÞ]. The three PCS functions j j PCSi, (j ¼ 2;3;4) are now gen-
erated from j 1 PCSi as follows: j 2 PCSi ¼ ð12Þ j 1 PCSi, j 3 PCSi ¼
E� j 1 PCSi, and j 4 PCSi ¼ ð12Þ� j 1 PCSi.

It should be noted that the operations (12) and E� are omitted
from the MS group CsðMÞ for an XHD2 molecule because they are
deemed unfeasible [46] in that they convert the molecule between
two equivalent minima on its potential energy surface, while these
minima are known to be separated by an insuperable energy barrier.
The fact that we have to describe the PCS states in C2vðMÞ suggests
that the formation of fourfold clusters in XHD2 molecules is associ-
ated with the existence of the two equivalent minima on the poten-
tial energy surface. This constitutes a difference to the H2X
molecules whose potential energy surfaces have one minimum only.

It has already been discussed for H2X molecules in Ref. [33] how
we can obtain the primitive cluster states as linear combinations of
the symmetrized cluster functions:

j j PCSi ¼
X
i;C

CðjÞi;C wC
i : ð5Þ

We first construct symmetrized linear combinations of the j j PCSi
according to the general techniques of Ref. [46], identify the result-



Fig. 5. (Left) The calculated rotational energy structure in the vibrational ground state of BiHD2. Term values EJ;k are plotted relative to the highest term Emax
J;k for each J

multiplet. (Right) The cluster spread (see text) for the top cluster in the vibrational ground state of BiHD2 plotted as a function of J.
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ing wavefunctions with the wC
i functions, and then invert the trans-

formations to obtain Eq. (5).

3.2. The quantum-mechanical definition of the localization axes

We have assumed above that we can introduce four primitive
cluster states j j PCSi, j ¼ 1;2;3;4, for the BiHD2 molecule. Each
of these quantum states correlates with a classical situation where
the molecule carries out a stable, localized rotation about one of
the two equivalent bonds X–D1 and X–D2 in a clockwise or anti-
clockwise manner. In order to demonstrate that this is indeed
borne out by the TROVE calculations of the present work, we locate
the localization axes by a method analogous to that used for H2X
molecules in Ref. [15]. The rotation of the H2X molecules was de-
scribed by means of a molecule-fixed axis system xyz where the
y and z axes are defined to be in the molecular plane so that the
x axis is perpendicular to this plane. The primitive cluster wave-
function j j PCSi is now rotated about the x axis until the rotated
function produces a projection of the angular momentum on the
z axis of �J�h or þJ�h [15]. If this is achieved after a rotation about
the x axis by an angle u, it means that the localization axis A forms
an angle u with the z axis. For H2X molecules (see Ref. [33] and ref-
erences therein) the localization axes were found to coincide
essentially with the bonds of the molecule.

For a non-planar molecule, it is more complicated to determine
the localization axes. The orientation of a localization axis A rela-
tive to the molecule-fixed axis system is given by two standard
spherical coordinates hA;/A (i.e., a polar and an azimuthal angle).
An approach similar to that described above for H2X molecules
was used in Ref. [20] to determine the localization axes for PH3.
Only the polar angle hA had to be varied; /A was determined by
the fact that for symmetry reasons, the localization axes were
found in planes containing the z axis and one P–H bond. Similarly
to the case of the H2X molecules, the localization axes in PH3 were
found to be close to the P–H bonds [20].

For an XHD2 molecule, we expect to find the localization axes A
close to, but not exactly coinciding with, the X–Di bonds. We can-
not, however, eliminate /A by means of symmetry arguments and
have to vary both of the angles (hA;/A) when searching for the
localization axis A. We make use of an approach similar to one al-
ready presented in Ref. [20]. In the molecule-fixed axis system, the
direction of the localization axis A is given by a unit vector eA with
coordinates

ðRx;Ry;RzÞ ¼ ðsin hA cos /A; sin hA sin /A; cos hAÞ ð6Þ

and the projection of the angular momentum onto the axis A is rep-
resented by the operator

eA �bJ ¼ Rx
bJx þ Ry

bJy þ Rz
bJz: ð7Þ
For a primitive cluster state j j PCSi, the projection of the angular
momentum on the A axis is

JAðhA;/AÞ ¼ j PCS j eA �bJ j j PCS
D E

¼
X
i00 ;C00

X
i0 ;C0

CðjÞ
i00 ;C00

� ��
CðjÞ

i0 ;C0

X
a¼x;y;z

Ra wC00

i00
bJa��� ���wC0

i0

D E
: ð8Þ

A maximum of the functional Eq. (8) j JAðhA;/AÞ j¼ J�h defines, to the
highest extent allowed by quantum mechanics, a localization axis A.
Fig. 6 shows a radial plot of j JAðhA;/AÞ j for J ¼ 60. We call such a
plot an ‘angular momentum surface’ (AMS), it is a quantum-
mechanical analogue of the classical RES. The local maxima of the
AMS correspond to the extremal values �J�h or þJ�h of JAðhA;/AÞ
and so to the desired localization axes A.

The angular uncertainty d for the determination of the direc-
tions A can be estimated as arccos½

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J=ðJ þ 1Þ

p
� [40].

Owing to the definition of our basis functions in Eq. (3), the AMS
is unchanged by reflection in the xy plane (see Fig. 6) and it is
invariant under the C2vðMÞ symmetry operations described above.
The AMS consists of eight symmetrically equivalent sections con-
nected by reflections in the xy, xz, and yz planes. Therefore, we
can limit the search for extrema to the section with x P 0, y P 0,
and z P 0. We use the Newton–Raphson algorithm (see, for exam-
ple, Ref. [48]) to locate the extrema of JAðhA;/AÞ (and thus the local-
ization axes) for J=40, . . . , 70. The azimuthal angle /A is found close
to 90� for all cluster states, while the polar angle hA varies from
128.2� for J ¼ 40 to 133.1� for J ¼ 70. The values of hA, determined
as described here, are represented by squares in Fig. 7. The ‘equilib-
rium direction’ of the vector Bi–D1 in the xyz axis system is defined
by (polar, azimuthal) angles of (134.9�,90.1�). It should be noted
that in the present work, we do not obtain the PCS functions
j j PCSi by the technique discussed in connection with Eq. (5)
above. Instead, we obtain them as eigenfunctions of the operator
in Eq. (7) with eigenvalues �J�h. These eigenfunctions are being
computed by matrix diagonalization in a basis of wC

i functions.
Fig. 6. The angular momentum surface of BiHD2 at J ¼ 60 (see text).



Fig. 7. The polar angle hA defining the localization axis A (with /A ¼ 90�; see text)
for BiHD2. Polar angle values hð0ÞA obtained by maximizing the function JAðhA;/AÞ in
Eq. (8) for different values of J are indicated as filled squares. The function hðJÞ,
indicated as a solid curve, is obtained from semiclassical analysis (see Section 4.1).

Fig. 8. The rotational energy surface of BiH2D at J ¼ 40. The contour lines on the RES
represent the (quantum-mechanical) rotational term values Ev¼0;J;k from Fig. 2.

Fig. 9. The rotational energy surfaces of BiHD2 at J = 20, 40, and 80. The contour
lines on the RESs represent the (quantum-mechanical) rotational term values Ev¼0;J;k

from Fig. 2.
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For BiHD2, we consider the fourfold rotational clusters to have
been formed for J P 40. At J ¼ 40, the cluster spread (Fig. 5) is
around 10�3 cm�1. The procedure described above is explicitly
based on the near-degeneracy of the cluster states and, therefore,
it cannot be used for J 6 40, where there are ‘bifurcation effects’.
This will be addressed further in the next section where we de-
scribe an analysis by means of classical methods.

4. Classical analysis

In the present section, we discuss the mechanisms leading to
the energy cluster formation in terms of classical concepts, most
notably in terms of the RES [40,41]. We make this analysis for
BiH2D and BiHD2 only.

4.1. The rotational energy surface

Harter and Patterson [40,41] have shown that by analyzing the
topology of the RES one can explain and predict energy cluster for-
mation. The RES is a radial plot of the function EJðh;/Þ which ex-
presses the classical rotational energy in terms of two angles
ðh;/Þ; these angles define the orientation of the classical angular
momentum in the molecule-fixed axis system according to the
relations

Jx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
JðJ þ 1Þ

p
sin h cos / ð9Þ

Jy ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
JðJ þ 1Þ

p
sin h sin / ð10Þ

Jz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
JðJ þ 1Þ

p
cos h ; ð11Þ

where h 2 ½0;p� and / 2 ½0;2p�. In obtaining EJðh;/Þ, we replace in
the molecular Hamiltonian the angular momentum operators
ðbJx;bJy;bJzÞ by their classical analogues in Eqs. (9)–(11) and set the
generalized vibrational momenta pn ¼ @T=@ _qn to zero [17]. Here T
is the classical kinetic energy and the momentum pn; n ¼ 1;
2; . . . ;6, is conjugate to the generalized coordinate qn 2
fr1; r2; r3;a12;a13;a23g described above. We follow Refs. [20,22] in
generating values of EJðh;/Þ on a regular grid of angle points
hm;/m. At each such angle point, we minimize the classical energy
E ¼ Hrvðr1; r2; r3;a12;a13;a23; hm;/mÞ by optimization of the vibra-
tional coordinates ri and ajk. The classical rovibrational Hamiltonian
function Hrv is given by the same kinetic-energy expansion coeffi-
cients Gkl, the same pseudo-potential U, and the same potential en-
ergy V [42] as used in the variational calculations described in
Section 2. That is, the rotational energy surface EJðhm;/mÞ is given by

EJðhm;/mÞ ¼ HrvðJ; ri ¼ ropt
i ;ajk ¼ aopt

jk ; hm;/mÞ; ð12Þ
where the classical Hamiltonian function Hrv is calculated at the
optimized geometries ropt

i ;aopt
jk for each orientation of the angular

momentum defined by the polar and azimuthal angles ðhm;/mÞ
and Eqs. (9)–(11). To be able to appreciate better the topology of
the RES, we represent it as a radial plot of the function

EðRESÞ
J ðhm;/mÞ ¼ EJðhm;/mÞ � EðminÞ

J ; ð13Þ

where EðminÞ
J is the minimum value of EJðhm;/mÞ. On the RES, we

draw ‘contour lines’ at the variationally computed rotational term
values Ev¼0;J;k (see Fig. 2).

In Fig. 8, we show the RES obtained for BiH2D at J ¼ 40. The
rotational energies calculated quantum mechanically for this mol-
ecule (Fig. 2) show only the twofold cluster formation typical for
rigid rotors [47]. Accordingly, the RES exhibits two distinct maxima
oriented along the axis characterized by the smallest moment of
inertia of the near-prolate top BiH2D. All RESs computed for J > 0
have similar topologies and no bifurcation occurs.

By contrast, the RESs constructed for BiHD2 exhibit qualitative
changes as J increases. In Fig. 9, we show such RESs computed
for J ¼ 20, 40, and 80. For J < 20, there are no well-defined local
maxima, but four such maxima start evolving at J P 20. They de-
fine orientations of the classical angular momentum (Eqs. (9)–
(11)), and thus of the rotational axes, close to the orientations of
the Bi–D bonds. The value of J ¼ 20, where the four maxima on
the RES emerge, coincides with the value of Jc ¼ 20 determined
from Fig. 2 (see Section 2). In fact this form of the RES with four
maxima was predicted by Harter and Petterson [40] using the
semiclassical approach based on the expansion of the rotational



Fig. 10. Energy points ðhk; EJkÞ for the vibrational ground state of BiHD2 at J ¼ 60
(see text).

Fig. 11. The rotational energy surface of BiHD2 and the variational energy points
ðhk; EJkÞ.
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Hamiltonian. Their RES sketched for a hypothetical semirigid
asymmetric rotor (Fig. 3 of Ref. [40]) also exhibits a ‘‘four-horn”
shape very similar to the RESs in Fig. 9.

The stable rotational axes A are classically defined by those
directions of the angular momentum that correspond to stationary
points on the RES. The RESs in Fig. 9 have four distinct equivalent
maxima. These form two pairs with the members of a pair defining
classical angular momentum vectors that we can write as �J. These
two angular momentum vectors describe clockwise and anticlock-
wise rotation, respectively, about one stable rotational axis, and so
the four local maxima define two such axes. For all J values, the sta-
ble axes lie close to the yz plane with the azimuthal angle / 	 90�.
The dependence of the polar angle h on J exhibits a ‘bifurcation’
behavior as shown in Fig. 7. In this diagram, we have included
the h-values determined from the RES as solid curves. This diagram
unambiguously defines the (classical) critical J-value to be Jc ¼ 20.
As described in Section 3.2, Fig. 7 also gives the quantum-mechan-
ical hA-values obtained by maximizing j JAðhA;/AÞ j in Eq. (8) and it
is reassuring that these values are in perfect agreement with their
classical counterparts.

In Ref. [35], Petrov and Kozlovskii introduced a so-called ‘quasi-
classical’ critical value Jqc corresponding to the formation of the
first classical trajectory around the local maximum on the RES.
We do not repeat their analysis in terms of Bohr–Sommerfeld
quantization here, but we estimate from the BiHD2 energy level
pattern in Fig. 5 that Jqc 	 40 for BiHD2.

According to Eq. (12), each point on the RES of BiHD2 corre-
sponds to an optimized geometry given by, in an obvious notation,
values of ropt

BiH, ropt
BiD1

, ropt
BiD2

, aopt
HBiD1

, aopt
HBiD2

, and aopt
D1BiD2

. These optimized
geometries reflect the dynamical centrifugal effects that accom-
pany the cluster formation [20]. For a clockwise rotation about
the Bi–D1 bond, the latter bond stays almost unchanged as J in-
creases, while the bonds Bi–D2 and Bi–H exhibit strong influence
of the centrifugal distortion effects, the former being two times lar-
ger. At J ¼ 60 the Bi–D1, Bi–D2, and Bi–H bonds are found to be
elongated by 0.00004, 0.050, and 0.025 Å, respectively. At very high
J (> 60), the stationary axes tend to coincide with one of the Bi–D
bonds, with the two other bonds being almost perfectly orthogonal
to this bond and to each other. As J increases, centrifugal distortion
keeps elongating the two bonds orthogonal to the rotation axis un-
til they eventually break.

In addition to these fourfold local maxima the RESs of BiHD2 are
characterized by two minima for any J > 0 found at h ¼ 90�;/ ¼ 0�

and h ¼ 90�;/ ¼ 180�, respectively. These minima correspond to
the trivial rotations of the rigid symmetric rotor about the c-axis
close to the Bi–H bond.

4.2. The hk analysis

In the quantum-mechanical TROVE approach [42] the wave-
functions are characterized by the quantity K lc ¼j klc j, where klc

is defined in connection with Eq. (4), it is the value of k for the basis
function /J;m

v ;k with the largest contribution to the eigenfunction wJ;C
n .

Following Refs. [22,40], we introduce the angle hk as

hk ¼ arccos
�K lcffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
JðJ þ 1Þ

p !
: ð14Þ

In the classical limit, hk is the angle between the angular momen-
tum vector (and hence the rotation axis) and the z axis. Each eigen-
function wJC

n can be associated with a rotation axis defined by hk.

Fig. 10 shows points ðhk; EJkÞ for J ¼ 60, where hk is calculated
from Eq. (14) with K lc taken from the TROVE calculation, which
also delivers the value of the rotation–vibration energy EJk.

Since K lc is the absolute value of the projection of the angular
momentum onto the z axis, we cannot determine the sign of
cosðhkÞ. That is, in determining hk, we have to choose between
þK lc and �K lc in Eq. (14) (see Ref. [22] for details on the points dis-
tribution between the ‘northern’ (hk < 90�) or ‘southern’ (hk > 90�)
rotational hemisphere).

For comparison, we plot in Fig. 11 the J ¼ 60 RES of BiHD2 as a
function of ðh;/Þ, and we indicate schematically the steepest-des-
cent path on the RES connecting one of the maxima with one of the
minima. This steepest-descent path has a shape very similar to the
hK curve of Fig. 10. That is, the ‘semi-quantum-mechanical’ hk anal-
ysis [22] ‘reconstructs’ rather accurately the classical RES and dem-
onstrates the correspondence between the quantum-mechanical
and classical descriptions.

5. Experimental data

Energy clusters have been experimentally observed chiefly for
H2Se [13,23,24], CH4, SiH4 (see [10] and references therein), and
SF6 [25].

To our knowledge there has been no experimental verification
of energy cluster formation in the spectra of XH3 molecules or their
isotopologues. For the XH2D/XHD2 species PH2D/PHD2 [49], the
rotational energy level pattern has been experimentally character-
ized for J 6 30, and for AsH2D/AsHD2 [50,51] similar studies have
been made for J 6 21. Fig. 3 shows that in order to observe cluster
formation in PHD2, it is necessary to observe transitions involving
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states with J 	 60, which is far beyond the actual experimental
possibilities. However indirect evidence for cluster formation can
be obtained by extrapolating the experimental rotational energies
to high J (see, for example, Ref. [20] for such an extrapolation of the
rotational term values of PH3 up to J ¼ 60, far above the experi-
mental range of J 6 23 [52]). In Fig. 12, we compare the TROVE-cal-
culated PHD2 rotational term values of the present work with
values obtained by extrapolation of an effective rotational Hamil-
tonian with experimentally derived spectroscopic parameter val-
ues from Ref. [49]. The calculations with the effective rotational
Hamiltonian were carried out with the computer program PGO-
PHER [53]. In Fig. 12, the circles show the experimentally derived
term values, the solid lines represent the predictions obtained with
the effective rotational Hamiltonian, and the short horizontal lines
represent the TROVE-calculated values. The theoretical values
reproduce well the available experimental results, and at higher J
values there is broad agreement between the two theoretical ap-
proaches, which both predict energy cluster formation around
J 	 60. The larger deviations between the theoretical approaches
at J near 70 may be due to lack of convergence of the effective rota-
tional Hamiltonian.

We have not made TROVE calculations for AsH2D and AsHD2

since we have no accurate potential energy surface for AsH3. How-
ever, we can make an extrapolation to high J values by means of an
effective rotational Hamiltonian as described for PHD2 above; for
AsH2D and AsHD2 we use experimentally derived spectroscopic
Fig. 12. Calculated rotational energy levels of PH2D in the ground vibrational state
plotted relative to the highest term for each J multiplet. Circles represent the
experimentally derived term values. Variationally calculated term values are drawn
as short horizontal lines. Solid curves represent the eigenvalues of an effective
rotational Hamiltonian with parameters obtained by fitting to experimental data
[52]. From top to bottom, successive curves correlate with rigid-rotor states having
increasing values of jkc j ¼ 0;1;2; . . ..

Fig. 13. Extrapolated rotational energy levels of AsHD2 (left) and AsH2D (right) in the gro
represent the experimentally derived term values and solid curves represent the eigenv
experimental data [50,51].
parameter values from Refs. [50,51]. The results of the extrapola-
tion are presented in Fig. 13. Rather surprisingly, we find clusters
for AsH2D, but none for AsHD2. This is opposite to our results for
the isotopologues of BiH3, PH3, and SbH3 (Figs. 2–4). In AsH2D,
the energy clusters appear around J ¼ 55, which is far from the
experimentally characterized region for this molecule. The ‘oppo-
site’ findings for, on one hand, the isotopologues of BiH3, PH3,
and SbH3 and, on the other hand, the isotopologues of AsH3 show
that the reason for the energy cluster formation in pyramidal mol-
ecules is not only to be sought in the molecular structure, the clus-
ter formation also depends crucially on the potential energy
function of the molecule in question. We intend to extend our
quantum-mechanical studies to AsH3, AsH2D, and AsHD2 (by
obtaining a potential energy surface more accurate than those
presently available) to elucidate also the energy cluster formation
in these molecules.

6. Summary and conclusion

To assess the quality of the TROVE calculations reported here, it is
important to estimate the convergence of the results, i.e., the ade-
quacy of the basis sets used in the variational calculations. We have
used here a relatively small vibrational basis set and focused on rota-
tionally highly excited states. However, we have validated our re-
sults by comparing them with term values obtained by
extrapolation of experimental results, and we have analyzed the en-
ergy level patterns in terms of classical models. Both the comparison
with extrapolated experimental term values and the classical analy-
sis lend credibility to the conclusions made from the TROVE results.
In addition, for BiHD2 we have performed calculations with a larger
basis set defined by Pmax ¼ 8 for rotational excitation up to J ¼ 60.
The cluster formation diagram obtained with this basis set is highly
similar to that in Fig. 2 and so the cluster formation appears to be well
described by the Pmax ¼ 6 basis set.

In conclusion, we have reported here theoretical evidence for
the formation of clusters in the energy spectra of XHD2 molecules.
The evidence is chiefly based on variational calculations, using the
program TROVE [42], of the rotational energy level patterns of
BiHD2, PHD2, and SbHD2. We have shown that for X = P, Bi, and
Sb, the isotopologue XHD2 exhibits fourfold energy clusters at high
rotational excitation, whereas the isotopologue XH2D does not. We
have further demonstrated this result to be in accordance with
classical analysis in terms of the RES.

Among the XH3 molecules studied previously [20,22], the most
pronounced energy cluster formation was found for BiH3. Similarly,
the quantum-mechanical studies of the present work predict the
most pronounced energy cluster formation for BiHD2. This can be
traced to the strong local-mode character of this molecule as
und vibrational state plotted relative to the highest term for each J multiplet: circles
alues of an effective rotational Hamiltonian with parameters obtained by fitting to
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compared to PHD2 and SbHD2 [22]. While XH3 molecules have six-
fold energy clusters, the XHD2 molecules exhibit fourfold clusters
very similar to those of H2X species. As usual, the classical motion
of the XHD2 molecule can be thought of as a rotation about one of
the X–D bonds. Centrifugal forces are mostly responsible for form-
ing these rotation energy clusters.

We find that at high J, there are stable rotations about all the
three bonds X–H, X–D1, and X–D2 in XHD2 molecules with X = Bi,
P, and Sb, but the X–H and X–D rotations are energetically well
separated from each other and from the vibration modes. The
two rotational axes X–Di are equivalent, similar to the H2X case.
As already mentioned, the isotopologues XH2D (with X = Bi, P,
and Sb) do not exhibit energy cluster formation. In order that clus-
ters can form at the top of the J-manifolds, it must be possible for
the molecule to have multiple equivalent, localized rotational axes
associated with small values of the moment of inertia (i.e., with
large values of the rotational constant). For the near-oblate XHD2

molecules this condition is more easily satisfied than in the near-
prolate XH2D molecules (see the approximate location of the abc
axes in Fig. 1). Thus, the equivalent X–H bonds in the XH2D species
cannot provide stability for rotation in the same way as the X–D
bonds in the XHD2 species can.
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